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Team Freedom lays keel on nation's 23rd
Littoral combat ship
The Lockheed Martin-led industry team officially laid the keel for the US Navy's 23rd Littoral Combat Ship (LCS), the future USS
Cooperstown, in a ceremony held at Fincantieri Marinette Marine in Marinette, Wisconsin.
Ellen R. Tillapaugh, Mayor of the Village of Cooperstown, New York, completed the time-honoured tradition and authenticated
the keel by welding her initials onto a steel plate that will be placed in the ship.
"It is a tremendous honour to authenticate the keel for the future USS Cooperstown," Tillapaugh said. "Ships and their crews
have a special bond with their namesake, and I know the village of Cooperstown will proudly support this ship throughout her
construction, and when she is commissioned and enters the Navy fleet."
The Lockheed Martin and Fincantieri Marinette Marine
team is currently in full-rate production of the Freedom-variant
of the LCS, and has delivered five ships to the US Navy to
date. The future USS Cooperstown is one of eight ships in
various stages of construction at Fincantieri Marinette Marine.
"We are proud to build another proven warship that allows
our Navy to carry out their missions around the world," said
Joe DePietro, Lockheed Martin vice president of small
combatants and ship systems. "We look forward to working
with the US Navy to continue building and delivering highly
capable and adaptable Freedom-variant Littoral Combat Ships
to the fleet."
LCS 23 will be the first vessel named for Cooperstown.
Her name honours the veterans who are members of the
National Baseball Hall of Fame located in the namesake city.
These 64 men served in conflicts ranging from the Civil War
Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin
through the Korean War.
Lockheed Martin's Freedom-variant LCS is highly
manoeuvrable, lethal and adaptable. Originally designed to support
focused missions such as mine warfare, anti-submarine warfare and surface warfare, the team continues to evolve capabilities based on
rigorous Navy operational testing; sailor feedback and multiple successful fleet deployments. The Freedom-variant LCS integrates new
technology and capability to affordably support current and future mission capability from deep water to the littorals.
GMC

New military-grade cloud-based network
capability
Cohort plc company, MASS, has developed a new military-grade cloud-based network capability. The cloud-based system includes
office functionality, messaging, private secured intranet, video calling and secured software all hosted on UK Government approved
systems. Organisations from energy companies, humanitarian agencies and election monitors in post-conflict countries can now
access a military-grade command and control capability hosted securely in the cloud via the G Cloud 10 portal.
MASS has extensive experience in this area working with secure LAN and WAN environments. The company designed a
classified network which enables fully encrypted transmission of classified information over the internet, supporting effective
command and control of the EU run, Operation ATALANTA, both ashore and afloat. The new service can be deployed in multiple
areas anywhere in the world at any scale, and can be tailored to include specialist customer applications and databases. The
software is also adaptable for smaller organisations who may need the service intermittently and can utilise it on future occasions.
Additional functionality can be specified to include ERP and GIS applications and database hosting. As well as options such as
the provision of ruggedised end user computing devices, encryption of data at rest and in transit, global connectivity by satellite,
local encrypted private telephony, and connectivity over digital radio, mobile telephony or PMR in deployed locations.
Teams and organisations that would benefit from the Command and Control MASS cloud-based system include:

•
•
•
•

Election monitoring teams
Energy prospecting, both offshore and in remote areas
Humanitarian and disaster relief teams, including multi-agency teams coordinated by a single authority
Scientific research teams

Steve Townsend, Training and Operational Support Group Head, said: "The key features of our military-grade, operationally
proven Command and Control solution are now available for the first time beyond Government agencies, with the added simplicity
of being operated in the cloud. It takes time to set up new IT infrastructure in-house and a deployable infrastructure is an expensive
resource to be under utilised. Our solution gives them rapid capability, agile deployment options, peace of mind during operations
from encrypted security, and flexibility over contract length.”
Chris Stanley, Managing Director commented: "MASS is dedicated to delivering a seamless service and this new offering
enables us to support customers turn their data into operational advantage using a revolutionised cloud-based system. We have
fused our deployable LAN experience and information management intelligence to support customers worldwide and enable them
GMC
to continue operations with all of the flexibility, security and availability of a cloud-based service.”
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US Air Force's first advanced GPS III
satellite shipped to Cape Canaveral
for launch
On August 20, Lockheed Martin shipped the US Air Force's first GPS III space vehicle (GPS III SV01) to Cape Canaveral for its
expected launch in December. Designed and built at Lockheed Martin's GPS III Processing Facility near Denver, the satellite was
shipped from Buckley Air Force Base, Colorado, to the Cape on a massive Air Force C-17 aircraft.
GPS III will be the most powerful and resilient GPS satellite ever put on orbit. Developed with an entirely new design for US and
allied forces, it will have three times greater accuracy and up to eight times improved anti-jamming capabilities over the previous
GPS II satellite design block, which makes up today's GPS constellation.
GPS III also will be the first GPS satellite to broadcast the new L1C civil signal. Shared by other international global navigation
satellite systems, like Galileo, the L1C signal will improve future connectivity worldwide for commercial and civilian users.
"Once on orbit, the advanced technology of this first GPS III space vehicle will begin playing a major role in the Air Force's plan
to modernize the GPS satellite constellation," said Johnathon Caldwell, Lockheed Martin's program manager for Navigation Systems.
"We are excited to start bringing GPS III's new capabilities to the world and proud to continue to serve as a valued partner for the
Air Force's positioning, navigation and timing mission systems."
GMC
GPS III SV01 is the first of ten new GPS III satellites under contract and in full production at Lockheed Martin.

Lockheed Martin shipped the US Air Force’s first GPS III to Cape Canaveral, Florida ahead of its expected December
launch
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The MQ-1C ER version has a maximum endurance of 40 hours compared to 25 for the legacy Gray Eagle

Recent developments in UAS
technology
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) deliver unparalleled capabilities to the military, mapping potential routes and enemy
territory, performing vital information, surveillance and reconnaissance missions, providing training targets for soldiers,
and attacking enemies from the safety of a remote location. Technological developments are coming thick and fast in
this field as demand booms – here, we take a look at recent reports.
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), unmanned aerial systems
(UAS), drones – there are a lot of different phrases in play for
these technological marvels, but they all amount to the same
thing. First envisaged in 1898 by Nikola Tesla, who patented
the idea for remotely operated vehicles (RPAs), UAS were
expected to ultimately end warfare, according to Tesla: “For by
reason of its certain and unlimited destructiveness it will tend to
bring about and maintain permanent peace among nations.” Of
course, we all know that, if anything, the opposite has become
true; with greater technological capabilities, we’ve only enhanced
our ability to do harm to each other.
UAS have been a great boon to the military sector, fulfilling
missions too dull, dirty or dangerous for humans (the three Ds).
With the incredible technology breakthroughs from government,
commercial and academia alike, we’ve moved far beyond the
original application of remote warfare, with new utilization
opportunities including product delivery, testing scientific
principles, agricultural, and aerial photography becoming much
more mainstream. Lately, we’ve seen a spate of consumer-grade
UAS launched to market as enthusiasts demand products they
can use themselves for social media applications and even UAS
racing. Indeed, today, civilian UASs vastly outnumber military
UAS.
The adoption of UAS technology by consumers has resulted

6

in some interesting consequences, particularly in enhancing
the range of UAS expertise available. While consumer-grades
UAS are obviously unsuitable for military applications, the
increased rate of development means new technologies are
being produced by commercial innovators, and an increasing
number of engineers are becoming accustomed to designing,
manufacturing and programming such devices.
A booming market
In a world of social media where people increasingly live out
their lives online, having the ability to share 4K video footage of
your exploits as captured aerially from your personal UAS is
(arguably) a great benefit. However, when it comes to national
security, keeping the country safe, and recovering from a natural
disaster, it’s the military-grade UASs that are making all the
difference. Accordingly, even the highest-spec UASs are under
a near-constant state of development to enable more capabilities
than ever before, ensuring increased communications,
resilience, power and longevity.
In January, NSR released its ‘Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) Satcom and Imaging Markets, 4th Edition report,’ which
has forecast a cumulative US$19.7 billion revenue opportunity
for UAS satellite communications and US$4.3 billion for
commercial UAS imaging services in the 2016-2026 period. The
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CAMCOPTER_S-100 with PT8 Oceanwatch. Photo courtesy of Schiebel

growth is attributed to an accelerating government and military
UAS market, with increased adoption rates for unmanned
systems globally.
According to the report, the demand for intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR), and combat capability
is on the rise, due to global conflicts in the Middle East and
Asia. Consequently, the 2016-2017 period notes a significant
UAS supply increase from the US, China and Middle Eastern
countries. NSR reports that this growth highlights the opportunity
in satcom terminals and capacity services for both satellite
operators and equipment manufacturers. The demand for
medium altitude long endurance (MALE) airframes continues
to outshine other satcom enabled airframes, and NSR projects
more than 8,000 satcom in-service units by 2026, with MALE
systems accounting for almost 75 percent of the market.
“The steady increase of US activity in Asia, as conflicts move
towards the South China Sea and North Korea, along with a
global rise in drone-based warfare to reduce soldier casualties,
give rise to a proliferation in Beyond-Line-Of-Sight (BLOS)
satcom market for drones,” stated Gagan Agrawal, NSR Analyst
and report author. “These conflicts, along with a need for
peacekeeping, border patrols, and global humanitarian efforts
have spawned a growing demand for high bandwidth video ISR.”
He continued: “For smaller sized UAS, imaging is the primary
application in the commercial domain. This is fuelled by needs
of the energy sector, industrial inspection, and surveying, where
mapping and analytics services via UAS, as compared to manual
work, offer companies a 2-3x cost savings potential. As civilian
regulations and VC-backed start-ups mature through 2018,
businesses will look to solidify an enterprise-service oriented
B2B model, paving the way for stability and wider recognition
for this industry.”

the ISR capabilities of the UAS, significantly improving safety
and decision-making in complex, contested missions.
“This is a perfect example of Schiebel’s commitment to
staying at the cutting-edge of developments and capabilities,”
said Hans Georg Schiebel, Chairman of the Schiebel Group.
“The CAMCOPTER S-100 offers unsurpassed ISR capabilities
and as such significantly enhances manned aircraft sensors,
which is particularly valuable in complex operations and
dangerous environments.”
According to Schiebel, UAS are well-suited for providing an

Schiebel demonstrates ground-breaking CAMCOPTER S100 capabilities
Austria based UAS manufacturer Schiebel delivered a groundbreaking demonstration in April of its CAMCOPTER S-100 UAS,
which with Airbus Helicopters’ manned H145 vehicle, completed
a series of Manned UnManned Teaming (MUM-T) flights. Level
5 interoperability was achieved by providing the user onboard
the manned aircraft with full command and control over the UAS
and its payload, including launch and recovery.
The purpose of the demonstration, which took place as part
of a technology partnership between the Austrian Armaments
and Defense Technology Agency (ARWT) and Schiebel, was to
explore the benefits and challenges of delivering MUM-T flight
operations, especially those with highly valuable, missionenhancing advantages for army aviation. MUM-T leverages the
strengths of both manned and unmanned systems by providing
pilots of manned aircraft with the ability to take full advantage of
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aerial overview and operating above manned assets while the
manned assets benefit from using local terrain. This approach
of enhancing coverage and timeliness of information while
keeping pilots and manned assets safe enables commanders
to maximize the advantages offered by both platforms.
“Manned UnManned Teaming multiplies the capabilities of
both systems”, said Mark R. Henning, Program Manager at
Airbus Helicopters. “Smaller UAS with vertical take-off and
landing capabilities can, for example, fly around obstacles as
trees or buildings closer than a helicopter could. They are able
to explore unknown territory and deliver information to the
helicopter crew which is operating from a safe position and then
step in with the helicopter’s superior effects having received a
clear picture from the UAS.”
“Another key advantage of such an approach is improved
datalink security,” explains Schiebel’s Chief Technical Officer
Chris Day. “The datalink between the manned and unmanned
platform can be moved from a static to a dynamic environment,
away from the ground, making it more robust and harder to
detect.”
In yet another advancement, May saw Schiebel and
Overwatch successfully integrate PT8 Oceanwatch, a small
target detection payload, on the CAMCOPTER S-100 UAS. The
PT-8 Oceanwatch delivers an image-based wide area maritime
search capability that significantly extends the coverage area
and makes the CAMCOPTER S-100 an even more powerful
naval patrol solution.
Oceanwatch autonomously detects small targets on the
ocean surface, solving the challenge of searching for small
objects over vast areas and greatly outperforming conventional
cameras that face insurmountably large areas when zoomed in
and invisible targets when zoomed out. It is an ideal solution for
a number of applications including ISR reconnaissance
gathering, search and rescue, anti-piracy and countless other
maritime security operations.
“Because of its proven performance and multi-payload
capabilities, the S-100 is already the most successful maritime
vertical take-off and landing UAS,” notes Hans Georg Schiebel,
Chairman of the Schiebel Group. “Fitted with powerful payloads
such as Oceanwatch and a best-in-class electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) gimbal, it provides an unsurpassed capacity for a
range of mission-critical naval operations.”
Later in July, Schiebel demonstrated the search and rescue
as well as maritime surveillance capabilities of the CAMCOPTER
S-100 UAS for the Belgian Navy. The trials were aimed at building
an enhanced knowledge base and developing a successful
concept of operations for the use of UAS in support of search
and rescue as well as ISR missions.
For the demonstration flights, the helicopter was equipped
with two payloads, the L3 Wescam MX-10 and the Overwatch
Imaging PT-8 Oceanwatch, as well as an automatic identification
system (AIS) receiver and a rescue drop box. The flight trials
included various search and rescue scenarios in a land-based

Photo courtesy of Schiebel
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SkyRanger R80

setting in Lombardsijde and in a maritime environment in the
naval port of Zeebrugge.
“The trials with the S-100 have been very successful and
have taught us a lot about the possibilities of such systems and
sensors, the ability to operate in Belgian’s confined airspace,
opportunities for the domain of coastal security and prospects
for further developments,” said Lt. Commander D. Biermans, who
is in charge of the Belgian Navy’s Maritime Tactical UAS
(MTUAS) Project Team. “Given the complexity of introducing a
MTUAS within the Navy and its impact on the concepts of
operation and tactics, this was a first informative step and will
be part of a series of tests and experiments with a variety of
vehicles and sensors.”
Aeryon announces next generation SkyRanger R80 drone
Aeryon Labs produces UAS for military and defence, public
safety and commercial clients the world over, setting the standard
for real-time, secure, aerial intelligence for more than 20 defence
groups globally. Its latest development came in May, when the
company unveiled the SkyRanger R80, the newest addition to
its family of SkyRanger UAS, designed to meet the demanding
requirements of the defence and security markets. The original
Aeryon SkyRanger, later renamed the SkyRanger R60, has
amassed more than 10,000 flight hours and has been deployed
in more than 30 countries.
The SkyRanger R80 is a robust, multi-mission UAS that
provides reliable operations in harsh environments and
demanding weather conditions, with a wide range of nextgeneration hardware and software features. With a payload
capacity of up to 2kg, the SkyRanger R80 can carrier heavier
optics and multi-sensor payloads that were previously restricted
to much larger, more expensive fixed-wing UAS. With the new
Osprey carry and delivery payload, operators can attach and
deliver nearly any object up to 2kg such as radios, ground
sensors, medkits, life vests, and more. The R80 adds a new
front-mounted EO/IR payload (with image fusion) to supplement
bottom-mounted, non-camera payloads.
Another feature of the SkyRanger R80 is its new Payload
Development Kit (PDK), which extends payload development
to end users and third-party integrators, enabling the rapid
development of mission-specific payloads for the R80 platform.
The R80 also offers an Application Development Kit (ADK) to
interface with other control applications across a set of secure
APIs.
The SkyRangerR80’s power is delivered from four redundant
batteries, each rated below 99Wh for easy transportation on
commercial aircrafts. With its simple plug-in tether kit, codeveloped with Hoverfly Technologies, Inc, the R80 can provide
persistent endurance for long-term overwatch or surveillance
applications, then can be easily reconfigured quickly back into
free-flight mode. The UAS’ multiple embedded NVIDIA TX2
processors essentially makes it a flying supercomputer with an
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engine for real-time artificial intelligence at the network edge,
including object detection and classification. To enable
autonomous operations or flight in GPS-denied environments,
the SkyRanger R80 includes multiple sensors providing flight
control inputs, including four dedicated computer vision cameras.
Using Aeryon’s new Multi-Aircraft Control software, a single
pilot can fly multiple SkyRanger R80s from a single Ground
Control Station (GCS), on a single network, in coordinated semiautonomous flight plans. Multi-Aircraft Control builds upon
Aeryon’s proven Automatic In-Air Replacement (AIR) technology
enabling two R80s to automatically replace one another in flight,
automatically handing off camera subjects while maintaining
continuous eyes on target. Mission success is underpinned by
two fully redundant communication links, and two flight
computers. For operations in denied RF environments, or beyond
visual line of sight, the SkyRanger R80 is able to execute semiautonomous missions without an active wireless link.
To meet the unique requirements of the United States
Department of Defense and its other federal customers, Aeryon
Defense USA (a wholly owned US subsidiary of Aeryon Labs),
will customize the commercially available SkyRanger R80, which
will be known as the R80D. Delivery of the R80D began in May
2018.
CPI to provide Cubic Mission Solutions with UAS
communications technology
In May, the Antenna Systems Division (ASD) of Communications
& Power Industries (CPI) received multiple contract awards from
Cubic Mission Solutions, a business division of Cubic
Corporation. Cubic Mission Solutions provide networked
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities for
defense, intelligence, security and commercial missions.
Under the awards, CPI ASD will supply its HD-30T Ground
Data Terminal for tracking UAS from the ground and enabling
encrypted Ku-band communications using Cubic RF

modems. CPI ASD will also provide airborne advanced tactical
common data link (TCDL) antenna products, including the AT20 two-axis Data Link Antenna. This low-weight, high-gain
technology ensures reliable connectivity with UAS operating
above warfighters on the ground.
The compact design of CPI ASD’s terminals provides
maximum gain for their size and weight, which translates into
an increased range of operation for the UAS and warfighters.
Like all CPI ASD products for military applications, the antennas
are custom-developed on a proven product platform and are
fully qualified to stringent military standards.
“CPI Antenna Systems Division maintains an R&D mindset
and enjoys the challenge of innovative requirements,” said Steve
Lonngren, Senior Vice President of the Division. ”Our core
competence is taking an idea and articulating it into a deliverable
system, working in close partnership with the customer
throughout design and qualification. That approach has
demonstrated value to Cubic as it continually adapts its programs
in support of military requirements.”
General Atomics tests UAS with spot beams from Intelsat’s
EpicNG network
It’s particularly vital for defence forces that, on top of having the
latest UAS technology at their disposal, that those UAS are able
to communicate effectively with critical personnel; real-time ISR
can make all the difference between mission success and
mission failure. The Intelsat EpicNG network of high throughput
satellites (HTS) with its high capacity spot beams is ideal for
providing mission-critical on-the-move communications.
Back in November 2017, Intelsat General successfully
demonstrated beam switching capabilities of an in-flight UAS
operating on the company’s Intelsat 29e satellite, validating the
compatibility of the Intelsat EpicNG platform with the newlydeveloped beam switching capability of the Block 5 Predator B/
MQ-9 from General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GAASI).

Orion UAS. Photo courtesy Aurora Flight Sciences
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This is the first in-flight switch of an MQ-9 on a high
throughput satellites (HTS). Beam switching is particularly
important for US and allied military forces looking to expand
UAS operations to high performance, multiple-spot beam, highthroughput satellites such as Intelsat EpicNG.
The multiple spot beam design inherent in HTS like the
Intelsat EpicNG system substantially increases the satellite’s
throughput, allows for the use of much smaller antennas, higher
performance from existing antennas, and enhances the security
on the satellite over traditional wide beam satellites. This same
design also requires that mobility applications across large
geographic areas must traverse multiple spot beams on the
satellite.
These results, verified by General Atomics, demonstrate a
path forward for Reaper and Predator UAS to fly confidently on
Intelsat EpicNG, including the additional benefits of higher
throughput capabilities, extensive footprint and enhanced
resilience.
“The images and other data collected by unmanned aircraft
systems are critical for many military operations,” said Skot
Butler, President of Intelsat General Corporation. “These tests
demonstrate the capability of the high-throughput Intelsat
EpicNG platform to support aircraft as they travel long distances
across multiple spot beams.”
During the tests, the UAS flew a 1,075 nautical miles round
trip to enable it to switch between two spot beams on the Intelsat
29e satellite. Command and control as well as sensor data
transmissions from the aircraft were switched successfully
multiple times between the two beams. To conduct the testing,
the FAA granted GA-ASI a Certificate of Waiver or Authorization
(COA) that authorized the Block 5 MQ-9 to fly in airspace
managed by air traffic controllers without the requirement of
utilizing a ‘chase’ airplane. During the entire flight, control of the
UAS was possible via the spot beams from Intelsat 29e.
US Army and US Air Force advance UAS capabilities
US defence forces, inarguably the world biggest spender on
military technologies, have made several recent investments in
UAS to advance their capabilities.
October 2017 saw General Atomics Aeronautical Systems,
Inc. (GA-ASI) officially transition its production line from the MQ1C Gray Eagle to its new long-range variant, the MQ-1C ER
Gray Eagle Extended Range following the completion of the
last contracted MQ-1C aircraft.
GA-ASI’s investment in airframe composite tooling has
enabled it to start manufacturing the MQ-1C ER ahead of
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“It’s particularly vital for defence
forces that, on top of having the
latest UAS technology at their
disposal, that those UAS are able to
communicate effectively with critical
personnel; real-time ISR can make
all the difference between mission
success and mission failure.”
schedule, with its production running in parallel with the MQ-1C
line. Following on from operational testing and evaluation in the
Spring of 2018, customer deliveries of the MQ-1C ER were
expected to start in the Summer of 2018. The MQ-1C Gray Eagle
UAS has been fielded to 12 US Army operational units and has
accumulated more than 290,000 flight hours. The MQ-1C is the
Army’s most active kinetic platform in theatre.
“We are proud of our many years of effort to complete the
factory build of 165 MQ-1C Gray Eagles for the US Army,” said
David R. Alexander, President of Aircraft Systems at GA-ASI.
“We’re now focused on delivering the Gray Eagle ER and believe
its endurance and other improved capabilities will be a game
changer on the battlefield.”
In addition to improved reliability and maintainability, MQ1C ER brings considerable improvement in endurance and
payload capabilities. As part of a recent endurance test flight,
an MQ-1C ER aircraft flew for 41.9 consecutive hours, a
significant increase over the 25-hour capability of the current
Gray Eagle UAS.
Later in January, the US Air Force awarded a new US$48
million contract to Aurora Flight Sciences for the continued
development of the Orion UAS. Orion is a twin-engine high
performance UAS that can stay aloft for more than 100 hours at
a time with payloads in excess of 1,000 pounds. Development
of the Orion started in 2006, its first flight was in August 2013,
and in December 2014, the Orion established the current UAS
world endurance record with an 80-hour, 2 minute and 52 second
flight. The new contract funds the development of a certified
version of Orion that will be suitable for deployment anywhere
in the world.
GMC
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What will soldiers look like in 2028?
Technology is constantly developing, and nowhere is this
more evident than in government and defence. With
modernisation programmes and increased military spend,
there’s a great deal of innovation in the sector. Here,
Jonathan DiGiacomandrea, Applications Engineering
Manager for global military battery specialist Ultralife
Corporation, explains how technological advancement is
reshaping what soldiers will look like in ten years’ time.
During his first state of the union address in January 2018,
US President Donald Trump emphasised the importance of US
Congress increasing military spend during his presidency. Citing
threats from terrorist groups and rival countries, he stated that,
“In confronting these dangers, we know that weakness is the
surest path to conflict, and unmatched power is the surest means
of our defence.”
The US is not alone in this shift to increased military spend.
2017 saw the European Union (EU) unveil a defence fund,
marking the first time that money from the EU’s budget was
allocated to defence. While this may be a worrying reflection of
global tensions, it does provide an opportunity for innovations
in military technology.
Smaller, more portable devices
In Ultralife’s years of serving the government and defence
sectors, we’ve seen the technology change considerably. This
was initially steered by a number of countries launching their
own future soldier programs, following the introduction of the
US’ original scheme using that name. The program upgraded
all military gear, particularly infantry, to the latest technology,
bringing together commercial, off-the-shelf and bespoke
equipment.
In the past ten years alone, most military devices have
become smaller and more portable for soldiers in the field. While
these technologies include improved and effective
communication network devices, accurate navigation systems
and helmets fitted with real-time positioning, it’s expected that

Photo courtesy of Ultralife Corporation

body armours made of more advanced and smart materials will
also begin to populate ground warfare.
More recently, there has been a significant shift in the battery
chemistry powering military equipment. Around the turn of the
century, nickel metal hybrid and lead acid chemistries were the
industry standard for portable batteries. In the past decade, this
has shifted to lithium chemistries becoming the new norm across
military devices — specifically our lithium manganese dioxide
(LiMnO2) chemistry, which is currently proving popular for
handheld military electronics.
With shrinking devices and changing power supplies having
already reshaped the sector over the past ten years and
spending steadily increasing, what could a soldier look like in a
decade’s time? To determine this, we need look no further than

Photo courtesy of Ultralife Corporation
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the technology being developed for the special forces.
Mission-critical systems
Whether its satellites or submarines, special forces require a
multitude of systems to accomplish their missions and so, often,
this is the group that typically leads the sector in terms of
technological advancement. Some of the more interesting
developments have been in the field of flexible solar and portable
wind generation.
It’s a fact that the weight of a typical infantry backpack has
increased drastically since WWII and this is largely due to the
increased use of technology in the field. Currently, the numerous
portable communications devices soldiers use during operations
require them to carry an abundance of primary batteries. As
devices have become smaller, the aim of many soldier
modernisation programmes has been to minimise the overall
weight of items carried by soldiers.
While military battery manufacturers such as Ultralife
Corporation have responded to this by developing high-density,
lightweight batteries, it will always be the case that two
lightweight secondary batteries weigh less than six lightweight
primaries. As such, flexible solar power generation provides an
on-the-go charging solution for soldiers, allowing them to carry
fewer batteries but recharge them easily.
This will mark a shift for the industry. While we currently
supply both primary, non-rechargeable and secondary,
rechargeable batteries to government and defence applications,
the development of flexible solar technology would see much of
the industry move to secondary batteries.
A solar power military
By 2028, it’s likely that portable solar generation technology will
have become cost-effective for device manufacturers and,
subsequently, become a staple of military technology. This will
allow soldiers to reliably power equipment in the field during
long operations, which will become critical as more equipment
becomes portable or wearable.

14

For the military, interconnected and portable devices are
most desirable for soldiers on covert operations, but there has
been a growing trend of wearable technologies for wider military
use. This is because wearable technologies enable soldiers to
be tracked with greater accuracy, making it easier to monitor
the safety of soldiers and reduce the risk of errors.
At Ultralife, we’re already developing technology to help this
become a reality. For example, our UBBL35 lightweight
conformal military battery is designed to fit closely to the body
of a soldier, which means it is much easier for the soldier to
move around on the battlefield, particularly when crawling or
crouching, than it would be if they are using existing batteries
formats.
Designed specifically to overcome harsh militar y
environments, the battery can be used as a central power supply
that distributes power to the multiple devices a soldier may be
carrying. We’ve also developed a solar military battery charger
for it. This allows soldiers to charge their battery using a
deployable 57-watt solar panel while in the field.
To ensure range, Ultralife also ensures that every battery
design features a long operating life and no voltage delay, so
that the device springs into action when required, even if it’s
been inactive for some time.
Driving next-generation technologies
The increased viability of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies
is the biggest driver for next-generation military devices and
applications like wearable technologies. As these technologies
continue to advance, OEMs need to consider the power source
of their device to ensure it is combat-ready, especially as failure
to deliver reliable equipment – depending on the mission at hand
– could risk a soldier’s life.
With military spend on an upwards curve and each country
constantly striving to have the most advanced devices to protect their
own interests, the next ten years will be fruitful for defence technology.
As we develop the technology to make soldiers more agile, now is a
time of unmatched potential for military devices.
GMC
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Outlook for the future
Rockwell Collins was established in 1933 as Collins Radio, originally
specialising in shortwave radio equipment. Over the years, the company
expanded its competencies to include a host of communications solutions
and equipment, and today it has become a market leader in high-integrity
communication and navigation solutions for military and commercial
customers around the world. Its avionics are installed in almost every
airline in the world, while its communications systems transmit almost 70
percent of US and allied military airborne content. Indeed, Rockwell Collins
provides a large portfolio of solutions developed with military and
government applications in mind. Troy Brunk, Vice President and General
Manager of Communication, Navigation and Electronic Warfare Solutions
at Rockwell Collins, outlines the company’s capabilities, market presence
and outlook for the future.
Troy Brunk, Vice President and
General Manager of Communication,
Navigation and Electronic Warfare
Solutions at Rockwell Collins

Rockwell Collins is a leader in aviation and
high-integrity solutions for commercial and
military customers around the world. Every
day we help pilots safely and reliably
navigate to the far corners of the earth;
keep warfighters aware and informed in
battle; deliver millions of messages for
airlines and airports; and help passengers
stay connected and comfor table
throughout their journey.
As experts in flight deck avionics, cabin
electronics, cabin interiors, information
management, mission communications,
and simulation and training, we offer a
comprehensive portfolio of products and
services that can transform our customers’
futures.

GMC: Rockwell Collins is one of the industry’s stalwarts in delivering
mission critical solutions, with more than a century of experience. What’s
your assessment of the company’s expertise today?
Troy Brunk: Rockwell Collins has a long history of delivering robust
communications systems to solve our customer’s problems. This includes
delivering the first messages from the Moon and fielding the most widely-installed
military airborne radio in the world. While our focus on building trust with our
customers hasn’t changed, the threats that many of our military customers are
concerned about today have changed. The ability to communicate securely, in a
contested environment, presents challenges that we are helping our customers
solve. Our expertise in software-defined radios, modern cryptologic systems,
advanced networking communication protocols between ground and air assets,
and waveform development allows us to create solutions that solve our customers
hardest and most worrisome problems. Our deep understanding of modern
communications and the incredible engineering talent and experience we have,
gives us tremendous ability to create solutions that ensure our customers can
communicate securely in challenging environments.
GMC: What services and solutions does Rockwell Collins provide to the
military and government sectors, and how are these complemented by its
commercial arm?
Troy Brunk: We have more than 45,000 radios flying on 180 different airborne
platforms in more than 40 countries around the world. These include V/UHF, HF,
and Advanced Tactical DataLinks, such as the Multi-functional Information
Distribution System - Joint Tactical Radio System (MIDS-JTRS). All of these
solutions benefit from our expertise in both commercial and military aviation
system integration. When we build a radio for the airborne market, either military
or commercial, we approach the design of that radio with a thorough
understanding of what it takes to integrate a radio into an airborne platform. That
background allows us to make design choices which simplify the integration of
the radio and that ensures it will meet the stringent operating requirements of an
airborne platform.
What many may not know, however, is that we are also very involved in the
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ground radio market. Our AN/PRC-162 radio is one of the two
radios being procured by the US Army as part of the Handheld,
Manpack, and Small Form Fit Manpack Radio Program. The
PRC-162 gives the US Army a multi-channel, software-defined
radio, with a modernized crypto system that will allow them to
use a wide range of advanced waveforms and to interoperate
with both legacy and future radios.
Similarly, we are also deeply involved in the position,
navigation, and timing (PNT) solution market. Our AN/PSN-13
Defense Advanced GPS Receiver (DAGR) is the US military’s
standard issue secure GPS receiver with over 500,000 receivers
currently fielded. The same Selective Availability Anti-Spoofing
Module (SAASM) technology used in the DAGR is incorporated
in to a wide range of other precision GPS products we produce
including both aircraft and weapon guidance systems. We are
also on the forefront of the next generation of secure PNT
solutions as well with the work we’re doing on the development
and fielding of M-Code based capabilities and the development
of high assurance PNT solutions for GPS denied environments.
GMC: Rockwell Collins has just released its new FasTAK
targeting system, designed to replace the FireStorm
solution. What can you tell us about the new product, and
improvements over the older model? What benefits will it
deliver in the field?
Troy Brunk: The FasTAK solution is a paradigm shift from the
older Firestorm product line. We designed the FasTAK system
as a refinement to our FireStorm tactical combat targeting
system with a focus on reducing the overall weight and taking
advantage of the additional computing devices and operating
platforms that are now available.
It leverages the work we’ve done over many years to develop
a suite of message translation software that allows users to
send messages over one network in one format to a different
network that uses a completely different message format. The
users don’t have to worry about translating messages depending
on who needs to receiver the data, the system software does
that for them. FasTAK simplifies this complex set of tasks for
users, helping them carry out missions more efficiently while
remaining agile. From units on the move to command and control,
the system provides reliable, secure connectivity across the
battlefield.
GMC: As the battlefield becomes increasingly multi-domain,
what are the biggest challenges today faced by defence
forces, and how might they be met?
Troy Brunk: One of the biggest challenges is that increasingly
all of the military’s networks have to function together to ensure
critical information needed by the warfighters flows seamlessly
between different networks. This means that dissimilar, small
scale tactical networks running on handheld radios, larger mid-

tier networks running on vehicle-based radios, airborne networks
running on UAS, rotary wing and fixed wing platforms and
beyond line of sight (BLOS) must all connect and share data
seamlessly with one another. This needs to be accomplished in
an architecture where there are multiple levels of security, a
multitude of waveforms being used, a variety of data pipes and
in a contested environment where our adversaries are trying to
control our use of the spectrum. That’s a tremendous problem
to solve. No single government program or company alone can
solve that problem by themselves. The only solution is through
greater cooperation and closer coordination between
government offices and defense communication solution
providers. Establishing coordination measures and advisory
groups that ensure things like the development and
implementation of waveforms and the roadmaps for new
capabilities are clearly understood by all participants are key to
solving this multifaceted problem.
GMC: Cybersecurity has become a major challenge in the
battlefield today. What’s your assessment of the current
threat landscape with regards to data security?
Troy Brunk: Unfortunately, that’s the world we live in today. We
see every day that there are increasingly dangerous cyber
threats facing our warfighters. In the face of this threat, we also
see a desire to leverage more and more commercial
communication technology to solve warfighter problems. I do
believe we should take advantage of developments in the
commercial communications market, such as new waveform
technology, spectrum utilization, directional antenna technology,
beam-forming technology, but we should evaluate and implement
these new technologies in a thoughtful way. The security of the
information moving across military networks is paramount, so
every time a non-secure commercial device in a military network
because it’s ‘good enough,’ lives of our warfighters are at risk.
A good example is the need for a training system that allows
fighter pilots to train with each other without the information they
need being compromised. Our adversaries know where all our
training ranges are and they target those ranges for collection
of information about our tactics, techniques and procedures.
Most of those ranges are on or near a coastline, off of which an
enemy can sail a signals intelligence ship. Without a robust,
multi-level security solution to safeguard the information flowing
from an F-35 fighter to the ground station, or to another fighter
they are operating for or against in the training mission, that
information is at risk.
That particular problem is one that Rockwell Collins has
developed a solution for on the US Navy’s Tactical Combat
Training System Increment II (TCTS II) program. Our solution
will provide a means for F-35’s to communicate securely with
any other live, virtual or constructive participants, simultaneously
at different levels of security.
GMC
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Autonomous military vehicles. Photo courtesy of Pailton

Combating autonomous vehicle
design
The US Army aims to have its first Robotic Combat Vehicles Technology demonstrator ready by 2021, but the manufacture
of these autonomous military vehicles will bring about a unique set of challenges. Here, Nick Jordan, Technical Engineering
Manager at military steering system specialist Pailton Engineering, discusses the issues related to autonomous design.
Unlike Uber or Google’s Waymo, the self-driving technology
developed by the military won’t only be designed for America’s
roadways, but for conflict zones all over the world. The military
is primarily concerned with developing robust and reliable tactical
vehicles to withstand these terrains, while removing people from
unnecessarily risky situations.
In 2013 alone, 60 percent of US combat causalities were
related to convoy resupply, according to Pentagon figures.
Therefore, the introduction of autonomous vehicles to move
supplies could reduce this alarming statistic by removing
personnel from high risk situations.
Positively, last year saw the joint US-UK Coalition Assured
Autonomous Resupply (CAAR) demonstration in Michigan. This
ground-breaking line-haul convoy involved a truck leading two
follower trucks, using integrated on-board robotics to make
autonomous decisions regarding speed and steering. It proved
revolutionary and demonstrated the potential of taking humans
out of the equation in supply delivery.
Utilising LIDAR
Building on current autonomous driving technology is an
important priority for the military at present, and rightly so. While
retrofitting vehicles with commercial technology has been a
welcomed option, some engineers are now looking at new
sensor technology, such as LIDAR. This unique system uses
pulsed lasers to measure the distance between objects, resulting
in successful navigation without human guidance.

18

The laser scanner provides a 360-degree view of what’s
happening around the vehicle. The creators of LIDAR claim its
product is capable of identifying far away objects regardless of
their size, be it a piece of paper, butterfly or tire debris and take
the necessary action.
As sensors must be able to differentiate between a tree and
a camouflaged enemy, this calls for a high level of accuracy and

Nick Jordan, Technical Engineering Manager at
military steering system specialist Pailton Engineering
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intelligence that commercial autonomous vehicle technology
may fall short on.

However, we urge engineers to opt for bespoke steering to equip
these vehicles with the highest level of capabilities, as software
GMC
is redundant without the right hardware.

Bespoke systems
It goes without saying that the current considerations for humandriven military vehicles will also need to be brought into the
new paradigm of combat vehicles. Just because they are
autonomous, does not mean they require less engineering than
a regular vehicle. This is particularly important considering this
industry is more likely to see a transition to semi-autonomous
vehicles, before a move to fully autonomous versions.
Military vehicles are like no others. The adverse weather
conditions faced by these vehicles, such as black ice,
sandstorms and extreme dust can put even the best military
vehicles to the test. Without a well-designed steering system,
suspension system and chassis, you cannot leverage the new
autonomous driving technology. Take the steering system as
an example. If the parts used aren’t bespoke to the vehicle and
the conditions it will face, it will be severely limited in action,
even with the most intelligent insight on far ahead objects.
What does help is the rigorous physical and environmental
testing taking place in the steering industry. This validation
means steering components can take on the moisture, debris
and temperature fluctuation that is faced in real life conditions,
without resulting in water ingression to vital components, or high
torque steering.
Once the bespoke steering is in place, the vehicle stands
the best possible chance in taking on extreme conditions and
rough terrain. Combined with autonomous driving technology,
this holds huge opportunities for the US and UK military industry
to develop the most reliable and capable autonomous military
vehicles in the world.
Falling costs
As autonomous vehicles become the norm, the widespread use
of the technology in the commercial sector will drive such use
and acceptance in the military sector. The costs of sensors and
software in the general robotics industry have already been
driven downwards by the combination of economies, further
motivating their use.
It certainly looks promising for 2021, as we anticipate the first
look of the Robotic Combat Vehicles Technology demonstrator.

The complete military steering system, including
steering column, bevel box and drag link assemblies

The physical test rig at Pailton Engineering, capable of testing against a force of up to ±400kN
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Meeting mission-critical
needs with unmanned
ground vehicles
Roboteam, Inc is a leading global provider of tactical ground robotic
systems. Its team of experienced veterans lead the design, development,
production and delivery of high performance tactical ground robots to
reliably support its troops in the field. Amy Saunders spoke with Shahar
Abuhazira, CEO at Roboteam Inc, to find out more about the company’s
capabilities and view of the market.

Shahar Abuhazira, CEO at
Roboteam

Roboteam designs, develops and
manufactures cutting edge, user-oriented,
multi-purpose, unmanned platforms and
controllers for Defense, Law Enforcement
and Public Safety missions.
Today, Roboteam is a global operation
with offices in the US and Israel serving a
wide spectrum of customers with several
lines of products. The company has
created a line of lightweight, fast
deployable unmanned ground systems
that deliver technological and functional
breakthroughs for tactical purposes with
unmatched reliability.
Among its customers, one can find top
units within the US Military, Special
Forces, EOD units and SWAT teams as
well as other elite units around the globe.
Roboteam’s flexible architecture permits
a fast development of products, supported
applications and core technologies.

GMC: Roboteam was established in 2009 to support the modern warfighter
in the battlefield. What has the company achieved since its founding?
Shahar Abuhazira: Roboteam’s products are in operational use in more than 30
countries around the world – supporting military and law enforcement forces and
saving life. We’ve managed to finish the development of eight different systems
and delivered more than 1,000 systems to customers – mainly for the US
Government. Today, we are a global organization with a wide product line, strong
production capabilities, and customer support, and are already working on the
next generation of ground robotics.
GMC: What can you tell us about your products and their applications across
the globe?
Shahar Abuhazira: From day one, we have focused on creating innovative
solutions that provide the war fighter with more confidence in the use of ground
robots. We knew that this confidence would ultimately lead to others using this
technology – not only EOD and Combat Engineers. Today, we see the use of our
systems for EOD missions but also for information, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR), Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
defence (CBRN) and subterranean (subT) missions.
There are three main things we are focused on in the development of our
systems:
1) Simplicity of operation – It’s very simple to control, operate and maintain our
systems.
2) Upgradability – We are changing and modifying our systems very often based
on user needs.
3) Affordability – We are offering more capabilities in affordable prices to include
long term warranty agreements to our customers (included in the price of the
systems).
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GMC: Last time we spoke, Roboteam was gearing up to
launch a new platform and to release two new products to
market. What can you tell us about these developments and
their roll-out?
Shahar Abuhazira: In October of 2017, we released the TIGR
– our mid-size unmanned robotics platform. As the most capable
platfor m today, the TIGR includes advanced mobility,
manipulation and vision capabilities. It’s a state of the art system
that we have already received first orders for (we will start
delivery by September 2018). In addition, we have also released
the AI-CU (IQ) – our new GUI for all our platforms. The AI-CU
provide easier control on any system to include autonomy
features.
Last month we released the RSTR – the first ever flying UGV!
It’s a combination between a drone we developed that can lift
and drop our mini UGV – the IRIS (available at https://bit.ly/
2lCGwmm).
GMC: Cybersecurity has become a pressing issue both on
the battlefield and off it. How big a challenge is cybersecurity
for Roboteam, and how does the company keep its products
secure?
Shahar Abuhazira: It’s a challenge across the entire military,
and as UGVs continue to be used in a broader variety of
missions, we can expect UGVs to be exposed to more
cybersecurity threats.
We are working on making the use of the UGVs safe from a
cyber perspective by selecting the best radio suppliers and
following the US DOD cybersecurity regulations. We made the
decision not to develop these capabilities in-house and to use
the best available solutions in the market.
GMC: Improving situational awareness is of the utmost
important to battlefield operations. How does Roboteam
help enhance situational awareness, and how is that
information integrated with that of other sources?
Shahar Abuhazira: That’s a great point and I agree it’s critical.
The first thing we did – with a lot of software work – was to
create all types of integrated tools and indicators in the GUI to

allow the operator to better understand the environment and
the situation. This includes using image-processing capabilities
to identify obstacles and semi autonomous applications to allow
the vehicle to overcome those obstacles. For example, our
systems can identify when the system rolls over, provide the
operator the information that it happened, and the ability to flip
it back over.
We are also using more advanced sensors that go beyond
just cameras. The ‘Top Layer’ is our mapping device, which
provides real time 2D/3D mapping, self-navigation, obstacle
avoidance and way point navigation.
We also know how to take all the data from the UGV and to
share it with other devices such as other UGVs or any other
unmanned system using our mesh radio system. Take the RSTR,
for example - A single operator can receive real-time vision and
audio from the air with the drone, while also on the ground inside
of a building with the IRIS. This provides users with a perfect
understanding of the situation.
GMC: How big a role do you believe semi-autonomous
tactical robots will play in the battlefields of the future?
Shahar Abuhazira: They will have huge role. Currently, there
are too many soldiers losing their lives in logistics missions.
Unmanned systems can save more lives, but we need to make
the operation faster and easier. This can be achieved by providing
systems that can do more independently while keeping the
operator in the loop for decision-making, but not granting them
control of the machine. In the near future, I envision robots that
carry logistics, scan tunnels, search for IEDs, and more with
minimal operator interference.
GMC: What are your expectations for Roboteam for the next
year?
Shahar Abuhazira: Our first priority is to keep supporting our
current customers. We have numerous systems supporting the
war fighters in their missions and we will do everything we can
to assure operational readiness of our systems. In addition, we
are working on moving the RSTR to production and we are about
to release a new system – the LIGR.
GMC
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Resilience and redundancy in mobile
satellite communications
Rowan Gilmore, CEO EM Solutions, explores the concept
of resilience in the satellite communications environment,
and how terminals are evolving to meet this and the other
requirements of mobility, tracking, and high throughput at
the same time.
Mobile communications is a mission critical requirement for
all military forces, and satellite communications is an essential
part of the mix, whether at sea, in the air, or in remote land
areas. Defence forces everywhere are re-examining their
traditional satcom operating models as they are not immune to
the demand for high data rates observed in civilian markets,
and satellite operators are responding to this by launching new
high throughput satellites (HTS). Low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites
and small satellites will definitely be a part of the future mix,
and since they migrate across the sky, cost effective terminals
with tracking capability, similar to today’s on-the-move terminals,
will be required to communicate. Resilience and redundancy
are becoming called for with almost as much urgency as higher
data rates.
Achieving communications resilience
Assured communications are like an onion with numerous
protective layers in its skin. Those layers include maximising
link availability through good design, use of redundancy,

frequency stealth, coding, limiting radio emissions in unwanted
directions, and protecting against interferers. These are
particularly difficult to achieve with satellite communications
while on the move, but often it is while on the ‘run’ that
communications are most critical.
Consider each layer in turn from the perspective of ground
equipment. Firstly, improving link availability by maximising the
link budget is a good place to start. The link budget determines
the allowable fade margin, which can be maximised by using
the highest power transmitters possible, most sensitive receivers,
steered antennas to maintain maximum antenna gain, and best
pointing accuracy to minimise pointing loss. Time on satellite is
probably the biggest contributor to the availability equation:
Minimising the time for an on-the-move terminal to acquire or
reacquire the satellite is crucial, as is maintaining the link under
violent motion conditions.
Second, redundancy can be improved in satellite
communications by the use of multiple transmitters since Block
Up Converters (BUCs) are usually the most failure-prone
component in the ground segment; and using multiple satellite
systems. Frequency stealth might entail switching or spreading
either the modem output frequency or the RF frequency.
Changing to a lower frequency band can also protect against
weather effects that can cause loss of the satellite link at the
higher Ka-band frequencies.
Third, coding and other security precautions such as

Figure 1. A dual-Ka Cobra terminal operable on both WGS and Inmarsat GX deployed on an Australian Border Force
patrol ship
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encryption at the data layer can protect against theft of data,
while fourth, ensuring the radio signal is highly directional with
minimal RF spill over or sidelobes, and protecting against
interfering signals through careful electromagnetic design and
analysis, will avoid ‘theft’ of signals or intrusion upon the radio
layer. Such signals can also be unintentional or non-hostile but
still cause link failure – for example, radar systems nearby the
satcom ground equipment often result in total loss of
communications capability.
Mitigating by terminal design against the effects of weather,
satellite congestion, frequency jamming, and motion itself all
add towards the objective of resilient communications.
Maximising the data rate given the constraints of a satellite
system
Consider first the ground terminal design. Shannon’s famous
equation gives the maximum capacity C of a general
communications channel in bits per second as
C= B log2 (1 +SNR)
where B is the allocated transponder bandwidth in Hz, and
SNR is the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio at the receiver. Of course,
B also determines the receiver noise, so SNR varies inversely
proportional to B, thus maximum capacity does not always
increase linearly with bandwidth. However, for the typical values
of SNR achieved at a satellite ground terminal with a
geostationary satellite (1 < SNR < 20), Shannon’s equations
tell us that if the signal power drops by half, the bandwidth needs
to double to maintain roughly the same capacity C.
Any reduction in link gain impacts in a similar way. The
simplest expression for the link equation for a one-way satellite
link (in dBW) is

PR (dBW) = EIRP + GR – Lo
where PR is the received power, GR is the receive end
antenna gain, EIRP is the Equivalent Isotropically Radiated
Power (equal to GTPT ) of the transmitter in dBW, and Lo the
one-way channel and spreading loss. For a geostationary
satellite, the spreading loss component of Lo is over 200dB at
frequencies above X-band. Therefore, PR normally ends up quite
close to the receiver noise floor so any increase in Lo (for
instance, through poor pointing or rain attenuation) or any
reduction in terminal GR (or GT i.e. EIRP if transmitting) can
cause the received signal power to drop below threshold, and
the link will be lost or at best, severely degraded. GR is
determined by the size of the antenna and, in the case of flat
panel antennas, the angle of incidence as well, losing 3dB at
45o orientation from normal. As Shannon’s equation highlights,
such a drop of 3dB in PR (the ‘S’ in S/N) either causes the bit
rate to halve (eventually forcing it to zero) or requires the
bandwidth (and cost) to double to maintain the same capacity.
That is a critical point to remember: If the system gain drops by
half (for instance, with the flat antenna), or a cloud passes over,
or the terminal is backed off by 3dB to prevent interference with
an adjacent satellite (e.g. when a plane with the airborne terminal
banks), then either the data rate halves or the bandwidth (cost)
must double to restore the system.
The added challenge of mobility or tracking a LEO satellite
Therefore, both the gain and pointing performance of a satcom
antenna system are important in preserving link availability. With
a mobile terminal that must point to a geostationary satellite, or
alternatively a fixed terminal that must track a moving satellite
such as a LEO, the tracking error measures the terminal’s ability
to keep the antenna boresight pointed directly to the satellite

Figure 2. An X/dual-Ka Cobra terminal (without radome) enjoying an outing outside Cairns in tropical Australia. This
terminal provides the most resilience of all compact mobile satellite terminals on the market.
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during operation. However, performance requires more than that
– it must include the time taken to initially acquire the satellite.
For SOTM applications, these requirements are challenging
due to the complex engineering required to steer the antenna’s
transmit beam directly to the satellite with high availability during
platform motion. Only monopulse technology is able to maintain
lock on the satellite without deliberately introducing an intentional
mis-pointing error off boresight to search for the exact beam
maximum, even after the satellite has been ‘acquired.’ Monopulse
technology is a closed-loop system that measures the relative
signal level in a higher order mode intentionally generated in
the antenna feed, typically the TE21 mode. The system uses
that mode’s sharp null along boresight to derive a very accurate
corrective pointing vector to force the antenna back in line,
without the need to introduce any deliberate pointing loss to
determine whether the antenna is aligned for maximum receiver
power, as happens with conical or step scan systems. Since a
monopulse system directly measures the TE21 signal which is
proportional to the deviation off-axis, such a technology also
has the benefit of being able to accurately monitor and report
the instantaneous pointing error to the user. This ensures the
BUC is only muted when the antenna is confirmed as being offaxis, rather than, for instance, if the received beam is measured
as temporarily weak, for instance due to a passing cloud.
Redundancy
However, there is still more that can be done to assure satellite
communications. Redundancy in hardware, frequency and
satellite selection are three other ways to introduce resilience
into the link. The choice of satellites and use of multiple bands
can mitigate against weather effects, jammers, interferers,
congestion, and even loss of a satellite.
The approach taken at EM Solutions is to engineer a satellite
terminal that automatically switches between any of three

Figure 3. A dual Ka-band Taipan terminal can
provide resilient mobile satellite communications
over almost any terrain, and fall back to commercial
Ka-band frequencies on demand.
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satellite bands on different satellites, even while on-the-move.
Although maritime terminals already exist with either commercial
or military Ka-band capability, or with dual X-band and military
Ka-band capability, none offer universal on-the-move capability
(on land or sea) in a convenient size package, simultaneously
operating in both X- and Ka-bands, or with fall back to
commercial Ka-band (such as with Inmarsat GX) on demand.
This requires the use of separate BUCs for X-band and Kaband, but this is beneficial since the pair then adds increased
hardware redundancy on top of the improved link redundancy.
Such a combination brings the benefits of assured
communications whenever a satellite is visible without manual
changeover of hardware.
Assured communications
In developing its assured satellite communications on-the-move
terminals, EM Solutions has worked closely with its defence
customer, represented by the Australian Defence Science and
Technology Group (DSTG) to understand their requirements,
and cooperate with several collaboration partners.
In 2017, EM Solutions completed the installation of its dual
Ka-band Cobra terminals onto the Australian Border Force Cape
Class fleet (Figure 1). The company’s partnerships with Inmarsat
and Intellian proved productive, enabling it to certify its terminals
on the Inmarsat GX network as a fall back to operation on the
WGS system. EM Solutions subsequently completed installation
of its leading-edge tri-band Cobra terminal (Figure 2) —which
simultaneously operates in both X and Ka-bands - for the Royal
Australian Navy, and followed this with repeat orders for other
naval vessels. The greatest innovation in that latest Cobra X/
Ka-multiband terminal is its antenna feed system. Optimised for
its electromagnetics, the system generates antenna pointing
vectors from both the X and Ka-band beacons of the WGS
satellite, and communicates in the traditional manner at Ka-band,
all the time supporting simultaneous communications on the
satellite’s X-band transponder, whenever required to protect
against rain fade or to provide added capacity. In addition, the
system can then fall back to tracking and operating on the
alternative Inmarsat GX satellite system in the case of
congestion or for operational reasons. This helps to provide
network survivability with assured communications in a
contested environment, and rapid and automatic self-healing in
the event of rain fade or other link outage by switching satellites
or frequency band.
Meanwhile, the company has continued to roll out its landmobile terminal, the Taipan (Figure 3), to a major European army
(in X-band) and its new amphibious Salamander variant (Figure
4) for an army in Asia. By aspiring to the level of assured
communications, EM Solutions continues to cement its position
as a company known for products unmatched in reliability and
robustness. These two terminals can be configured for a range
of platforms to suit either a small or medium vehicle or vessel,
with simplified field repair and cost optimisation, and provide
universal stabilisation under the most severe motion conditions,
since the terminals can be used either on land or at sea.
Flattening the antenna
Over the past three years, the design of flat panel satcom
antennas has become one of the most attractive R&D topics in
industry and the research community. Although the concept of
generating a focused-beam through a planar-shaped antenna
is not new, it is still extremely challenging to design a feasible
flat antenna solution that meets the RF constraints, matches
the market needs, and is commercially profitable. A number of
revolutionary antenna concepts and prototypes have been
showcased by worldwide innovators (such as Kymeta, Phasor,
and Isotropic), but questions remain unanswered about what
compromises have been made to meet all the essential antenna
pattern and RF parameters for reasonable performance at Kaband, while maintaining reasonable cost. After all, the physics
embodied in Shannon’s equation and the link budget cannot be
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overcome by magic press releases.
EM Solutions research collaboration with the University of
Queensland has continued since 2016, and during that time
the company has patented an innovative approach for a novel
reconfigurable flat panel antenna. While that terminal cannot
improve the boundaries imposed by the physics above, the
terminal that is being built around it will meet satellite
communications antenna pattern specifications, track using EM
Solutions’ accurate monopulse technology, and be low cost. EM
Solutions hope to report on success with its first demonstration
terminal in 2019.
Ultimately, there is no ‘best’ answer for antenna choice. To
use a racing analogy, it is ‘horses for courses!’ Parabolic
antennas offer the advantages of constant and high gain, and
certified compliant antenna patterns over broad bandwidths. Flat
panel antennas compromise two or all three of these advantages
in favour of low profile. The optimum choice depends on the
application, link budget, and the value placed on size, weight,
and power.
Conclusion
Achieving resilience and redundancy in mobile satellite
communications can only partially be achieved through good
terminal design. All links in the network chain can contribute,
but ultimately there are trade-offs. For instance, the high
silhouette of parabolically steered terminals is universally disliked
by land forces – that is, until the alternatives that offer lower or
variable gain, must be muted to avoid interference, do not track,
or do not meet antenna patterns, are tested. EM Solutions has
taken a variety of approaches to offer robust terminals that offer
redundancy in design, exceptional tracking and mobility in
multiple frequency bands, fall back to commercial satellites, and
soon, flat profile. All of these help to strengthen the resiliency
and assuredness of military communications.
GMC

Figure 4. A Ku-band Salamander terminal capable
of roll-on, roll-off operation on either land or sea.
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NEWS REVIEW
Chemring Technology Solutions completes successful
exercise for second year at US Military’s Cyber Quest
Chemring Technology Solutions (CTS) has completed the
successful demonstration of VIPER, the world’s first Electronic
Warfare (EW) manpack geo-fencing capability, at this year’s
Cyber Quest. CTS’s participation in the US military’s Cyber Quest
exercises followed a competitive down-select after it attended
the event for the first time last year.
Led by the US Army’s Cyber Center of Excellence, Cyber
Quest is a sequence of advanced technology experiments using
EW war gaming. The month long exercises saw operational units
participate in a series of experiments to evaluate multiple-vendor
systems, and the results will be briefed to coalition partners.
The current and future need for EW capability was particularly
highlighted by the US Army Cyber Center of Excellence at Fort
Gordon.
CTS demonstrated VIPER, its new whole-mission support
and information system. When integrated into the RESOLVE
EW system, VIPER delivers actionable intelligence and provides
operators with pinpoint accuracy for superior target precision,
significantly reducing the task, time and reporting burden.
Cyber Quest also successfully experimented with LOCATET, the CTS wideband High Frequency Direction Finding (HF
DF) tactical system, which is fully-transportable and provides
an essential complement to existing static HF sites.
Chesapeake Technology International (CTI) once again
provided the core architecture and primar y Cyber/
Electromagnetic Activities (CEMA) operator’s display for the
Cyber Quest experiments. Both LOCATE-T and RESOLVE were
interfaced with CTI’s Thunderstorm architecture to help define
the common operational picture using the CTI Caper plug-in for
RaptorX during the exercises at Fort Gordon.
Ben Vogel, Regional Manager for North and South America,
at Chemring Technology Solutions, said: “Cyber Quest supports
the evolution of EW systems for US and other militaries
worldwide, and provided us with the ideal platform to
demonstrate how VIPER delivers a new level of EW capability.
VIPER was developed by EW operators for EW operators and
the Cyber Quest trials allowed us to engage with end users to
show them how we have created the most capable and userfriendly EW manpack system. VIPER’s deployment at Cyber
Quest has shown how it offers the next step to counter current
and evolving threats.”
GMC
Denel to participate at AAD2018
Within the current operating context of austerity and prudent
financial management, Denel’s participation at the upcoming
Africa Aerospace and Defence (AAD) exhibition, has been
enabled through local partnerships. AAD, Africa’s premier
aerospace and defence exhibition, is a bi annual event.
“Our presence at AAD 2018 should be seen as a confident
step towards turning the business around and rebuilding Denel
and the confidence of the broader stakeholder environment
following a difficult period of lapses in governance resulting in
amongst others, reputational damage leading to liquidity
challenges. Being at AAD clearly indicates that we are positive
our business will turn around for the better soon”, says the Denel
Group’s Acting Chief Executive Officer, Michael Kgobe.
“It has become a commonly known fact that Denel is currently
faced with liquidity challenges so the decision to participate at
AAD 2018 only came after lengthy discussions with our key
stakeholders, including the local aerospace and defence industry
and representative industry associations. Reducing the costs to
a third of what it cost the company to participate at the last AAD
and negotiating with the show organisers for terms are the reasons
we will now be at this premier trade show,” Kgobe says. GMC
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